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Abstract: The entropy is a constant for our Universe. From this notion, the conservation of entropy will be established. The total entropy is a measure of total Universe’s disorder or ‘randomness’. The total ‘orderliness’ of the Universe is equal to the total entropy of the Universe. The entropy has equal and opposite ‘orderliness’ in the Universe. According to the second law of thermodynamics, the entropy of an isolated system is greater (or at least not smaller) at later times than it was at some earlier times. But any system is not a completely isolated system in the Universe. Even the Universe itself is not an isolated system. Any system, no matter how much isolated, interact with other systems more or less. Thus there is nothing called entirely independent system (an absolute system) but more or less all are interdependent systems. Because of the interactions with other systems, the entropy can be reduced or fluctuated at times for a particular system, which contradicts with the second law of thermodynamics. A zero is divided into one positive abstract quantity (orderliness) and equal negative quantity (entropy), no matter what procedure we adapt to measure for entropy. Total orderliness – Total entropy = 0. Thus, there is nothing called order or disorder; it is purely psychological division only. But we have no other option but to analyze it within the limited psychological arena. So, the analysis will be based on some assertions of equality between two different things which are the basis of laws of physics.
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1. Introduction

According to the second law of thermodynamics, the entropy of an isolated system increases (or at least not decreases) with time [1, 2]. This is outstandingly true but not absolutely true as almost all the cases it is true with some but very little exceptions [3, 4]. The exceptions exist because all isolated systems are apparently isolated but not absolutely isolated [5, 6]. The system of concern of entropy interacts with the other systems to give and take order states [7, 8]. If the system (of concern) gives order [9], it attains lower order. We call it increase of entropy. If the system receives order, it attains higher order [10]; we call it decrease of entropy [11]. The laws of physics are basically based on assertion of equality between two different things. For example, the law of conservation of electric charge, of momentum, of total angular momentum [12, 13], Einstein’s famous law as follows, 

\[ E = mc^2 \]  

It asserts equality again of mass with energy, where the energy of a system is equal to the mass of the system multiplied by the square of the speed of the light. However, the second law of thermodynamics is not equality, but an inequality [14, 15].

2. Total Entropy of the Universe

The total entropy of the Universe is always a constant. The analysis of the early Universe predicts that the Universe was of zero size during the Big Bang with infinite density in it [16, 17]. The Big Bang Universe was in super order with equal amount of entropy in it. But the super order was explicit property of the Big Bang Universe, while the entropy was implicit property of it. The equal and opposite amount of entropy was present in the Big Bang Universe with respect to the super order of the early Universe. The enormous high entropy made the Universe to explode and as time progresses, the entropy is becoming more and more explicit as the super order contributing orderliness and stability of atom to become implicit, it is also contributing in space to be highly stable. Because the Universe is expanding, the orderliness is becoming more and more implicit to make extended space highly stable due to expansion of space in the Universe. Which allows the entropy to be more and more explicit, thus the entropy increases with time for any isolated system although the total entropy of the Universe is a constant – the theory of conservation of entropy.

3. On the Momentum of the Universe

The conservation of momentum predicts that the total amount of momentum of the Universe is a constant [18, 19]. It predicts that the speed of the zero sized Big Bang Universe had a very high speed to keep the momentum constant. After Big Bang, the Universe was in an inflationary phase [20] due to very high momentum of a small volume of the early Universe. In that phase the Universe was expanding in a very rapid rate. As the present state of the Universe has expanded enough, it is gradually slowing down to keep the momentum constant. This is the reason that the Universe is now expanding in a critical rate just to avoid collapse again. Nevertheless, the Universe is slowing down gradually to keep the conservation of momentum. The further the galaxy from us, it seems moving apart faster because the further the galaxy, the earlier states of the galaxy we see in time scale. The earlier the time, the higher the speed is of the galaxy because the Universe is slowing down.

4. On the Heat Energy of the Universe

The conservation of heat predicts that the total amount of heat of the Universe is a constant [21, 22]. It predicts that the Big bang Universe was super-hot because the total amount of heat is a constant and that heat was in a small area.
Because the Universe is expanding, the total amount of constant heat is roughly evenly distributed in the Universe. This is the reason the Universe is cooling down to become a cold, dark, boring place with background radiation that can heat up to three degree above absolute zero. Thus, the Universe is cooling down as the Universe is expanding to keep the conservation of heat energy.

5. On the Forward Arrow of Time of the Universe

As the total orderliness of the Universe is becoming more and more implicit and entropy is becoming more and more explicit, we see the entropy increases with time for any system in a general sense. The process that contains gradual decrease of orderliness and gradual increase of entropy is nothing but the forward arrow of time. As long as this process exists, the Universe will expand, the heat energy will decrease, the Universe will further slowdown, and there will be forward time arrow. Thus, it will look natural that an egg is rolling off a table, falling to the ground, and smashing. The reverse does not hold natural because it will never happen as long as entropy increases with time.

6. On the Reverse Time Arrow

If the orderliness of the Universe will be increasing and the entropy will be decreasing, the Universe will contract; the Universe will be hotter, the Universe will move faster, there will be time reversal of the forward time arrow as the total orderliness of the Universe will be more and more explicit and the entropy will be more and more implicit, we will see the entropy decrease with time for any system in a general sense [23, 24]. The process that contains gradual increase of orderliness and gradual decrease of entropy is nothing but reverse arrow of time. Then it will be natural that the egg is miraculously assembling, and it will be natural phenomena.

7. Why the Second Law of Thermodynamics is not Absolutely True

According to the second law of thermodynamics [25], the entropy increases with time for a closed isolated system. It is a general true for most of the system but not absolutely true, because some systems exist which have entropy that decreases with time. For example, we sleep to get higher conduct and coordination.
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